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How i can demOnstrate whata smart.… Person l am
Explain the significance of
meiosis and fertilization in
genetic variation.
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What is a chromosome? ONa V\fo\t"cUte d MAn5 NW\Cr\Je\
Whaに a gene?気ばλムにSじhX oィ ⊃測qれ 計 CDよう 6イ SPのMc ttdん〕

Compare the aOvantagesfOis-
advantages of sexual and
asexual reproduction to
surviva I of species.
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躍猟、鵡、ふdぃfFormulate, defend, and
support a perspective of a
bioethical issue related to
intentional or unintentional
chromosomal mutations.
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genetic inheritance. (look in the
book)

Demonstrate possiOG rewiG oi
recombination in sexually
reproducing organisms using
one or two pairs of contrasting
traits in the following crosses:
dominance/recessive, in-
complete dominance
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That means 4, I can't believe you didn,t know that!
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codominance, and sex-linked
traits, Derine Recessiu", TY\L At\t\t ttnrt qBlt vinasLrd b1 tlne Dovvri'rant

ln dogs, there is a hereditary deafness caused By a recessive gene, "d." A kennel owner has a male
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dog that she wants to use for breeding purposes if possible. The dog can hear, so the owner knows
his genotype is either DD or Dd. lf the dog's genotype is Dd, the owner does not wish to use him for
breeding so that the deafness gene will not be passed on. This can be tested by breeding the dog to

ble crosses. ln each case,
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How could yOu ten the genotype ofthis male

■fD御t鴨 Q“ dCJ′し
Also,using Punnett square(s),ShOW how tNvo heanng dogs cOuld produce deaf offspring
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SpongeBob loves growing flowers for his pal Sandy! Her favorite flowers, Poofkins, are found in red,
blue, and purple. Use the information provided and your knowledge of incomplete dominance to
complcte each section below.

1. Write the correct genotype for each color ifR represents a red gene and B represents a blue gene.
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2. What would happen if SpongeBob crossed a Poofkin with red flowers with a Poofkin with blue flowers.
Complete the Punnett square to determine the chances of each flower color.

a1/21Pl`(a) Give the genotypes and phenotypes for the offspri
(b) How many of the plants would have red flowers? %

c) How many of the plants would have pumle flowers?
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a deaf female (dd). Draw the Punnett.squares to illustrate these two possi
what percgn{age/how many of the offspring would be expected to be

躙 deaf? gで)3ろ
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(d) How many of the plants would tra"e Utue no*erst %

3. What would happen if SpongeBob crossed two poofkins with purple flowers?
square to show the probability for each flower color.
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(a) Give the genotypes and phenotypes lor the offspring.
(b) 

-!ow 
many of the plants would have red flowers? ZSy"

(c) How many of the plants would have purple flowers? ,Ep %
(d) How many of the plants would have blue flowers? EN ZR RB

RB BB

Poolkin with blue
flower color.
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4. What would happen if SpongeBob crossed a poofkin with purple flowers with a
flowers? complete the Purnett square to show the probability foi ptants with each
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Mendelian principles
to modern-day practice of
plant and animal breeding

Tell me how selective breeding of plants and animals using Mendels principles of inheritance affects us:
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How is RNA different
from this strand of
DNA? I'
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Why do we say DNA
is a double helix?
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DNA

Use a model to describe the
structure of DNA.

Why must a cell replicate the DNA in cell reproduction?
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Explain the importance of
DNA replication in cell
reproduction.

What is the process for protein synthesis? Fill in the blanks below:

DNA is located in the

RNA leaves the nucleus, RNA molecules are single stranded. Thymine is replaced OV U faCi \

Nい よい  ゝ .DNA gdsTヤ ロ に rルじノ  i献 。RNA.

in a cell whereRNA travels to the

Summarize how genetic
infoiniation encoded in DNA

provides instructions for
assembling protein molecules.



Takes place. This is where RNA provides the code for amino acids to be translated into a
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、vhth dOes a‖ the worで in Our body Enzymes are an examtte of a protdn

wha dOesttanstr RNA(ortRNA)do? bf、 価 ∽ 4ιトメ`ち 性 閾bosOに
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cite examples of mutagens.

What is a mutagen? ! Yh*tXf1x,,1 6 \ |o Xotυ・
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Relate the historical events
that lead to our present
understanding of DNA to the
cumulative nature of science
knowledge and technology.

ient understandlng Of DNA Use the、 vOrdsi
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Describe the effects of
environmental factors on natural
selection.
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Relate genetic tariabitit), to€
species' potential for adaptation
to a changing environment.
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adaptation:
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Relate reproduclive i!6iEti6i t6 Reproductive isotaii@
Geosraphic or Habitat rsoration: 9{u7S %^, a*l/ry*latrUn 
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`cCjte evidence that supporls
biological evolution over time

How does the fossi record show evidence of ё↓dlu‖ On?

所レ
ldentify the role of mutation
and recombination in
evolution.

Relate the nature of science
to the historigal development
of the theory of evotution

doesn t fit our current acceoted theorv or model?
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Science conclusions are tentative ,

レズメモにc  l
Scientific conclusions are based on the assumption that natural laws operate today as they did in the past )
and that they will continue to do so in the future. Give an example of this:
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When we use the word theory, what does that mean?
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Distinguish between obser-
vations and inferences in
making interpretations
related to evolution

TheobserVation:TherewereSimilaritleSanddifferencesi
the inference made? rrrre rrrieTence ^'"Fio) lr+ (ercwr- Cnq*J Ai(grrn1 bgaks
Observation: There are similarities and differences in the structure of birds and reptiles. What is an inference
you can make?^ r ('-""" "'''"'Dir& ! ka'ln'wr Shart D Gr*vno,^ Anrra-tot-.
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